Translating the DEMGOL Etymological Dictionary of Greek Mythology with the BEYTrans Wiki

ABSTRACT
BEYTrans (Better Environment for Your TRANslation) is a generic Wiki tool designed to support communities of volunteer translators not only by offering them an online translation editor and helps to manage the translation progress, but a complete online computer-assisted translation (CAT) environment including a translation editor (BT-editor), translation memories, free dictionaries, automatic calls to MT systems, and support to collaborative volunteer translation. We present the basic concepts of BEYTrans and its experimentation on the translation from Italian to French of the DEMGOL project (OnLine Etymological Dictionary of the Greek Mythology).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Free online translation is becoming a social activity: thousands of volunteer translators are now involved in collaboratively translating into many languages and disseminating a wide range of open documents in multiple fields (e.g. W3C consortium, Traduct project, Mozilla localization projects…). Translation quality is usually quite high. Contrary to their professional counterpart, these communities did not yet take advantage of progress in NLP and translation technology. However, progresses in Web technology have recently led to the creation of two categories of free Computer Aided Translation (CAT) tools.

(1) Category A includes tools that allow working in a standalone mode with linguistic helps such as translation memories and dictionaries.

(2) Category B includes online tools that propose basic linguistic helps in the scope of web-based collaborative or individual contributions.

With A-type tools, volunteer translators are limited to work in “standalone” mode, which means that documents and linguistic resources are not visible and not shared with other translators. Omega-T is an example [21]. It integrates glossaries and TM suggestions depending on the translation project. Documents to be translated are segmented into translation units (TU). Translation is then done segment by segment. Omega-T can manage several document formats (OpenOffice, HTML…), and supports almost totally the TMX format for translation memories and the LISA standards for terminology [18], so that it can exchange data with other CAT systems (Trados, Similis…).

Type-B tools rely on the Wiki technology that makes it possible to develop collaborative online CAT tools. That technology has been invented by Cunningham Ward for managing efficiently communities’ contributions [15]. It is actually used for developing a variety of collaborative environments in several fields, in particular those oriented towards translation. For example, it was
exploited\footnote{This web site is no longer operational, new ones have appeared.} for the construction of the collaborative Wiki-based environment “translationwiki.net” \cite{28}, which aimed at translating newspaper articles on a “volunteer” basis, and at disseminating the translated versions. It allowed easily switching between reading and editing and allowed users to upload plain text documents which were automatically segmented into a sequence of translation units (TU). The translation/editation was also done segment by segment. In fact, each TU was handled as a separate Wiki document, and translators could not check whole translated document, e.g. they could not perform global changes on a document. Contrary to Omega-T, there was no translation memory, so that previously translated segments could not be proposed as suggestions. Like Omega-T and almost all online CAT tools, it also did not offer any dictionary help \cite{5}.

Another interesting free environment which illustrates type-B tools is Poool (PO-based Online Translation/Localization Engine) \cite{23}. It is oriented for the translation of free software based on the PO (Mozilla, OpenOffice, etc). Volunteer translators are able to organize themselves around one or more projects and share the translation of PO files. The translation is again done segment by segment. However, it helps at attributing tasks as a set of “goals”. One goal can be a set of documents which can be attributed for one or more translators. The final translations could be exported and used as it is (in the PO format) for the compilation of multilingual software versions. It proposes neither open editing nor the historical flow. Translators, however, have to identify them self to be contributors. This is in contradiction with the open authoring concept proposed in Wikis. Data are also stored in respect of XLIFF LISA standards \cite{18}.

CAT tools of both categories offer of course some translation helps, but that remains too “basic”, and largely insufficient with respect to the needs expressed by the vast majority of volunteer translators we have interviewed or observed \cite{1} \cite{5} \cite{14}. Our work focuses type-B tools, in particular, online collaborative Wiki CAT. However, we have attempted to combine advantages of both categories in our BEYTrans prototype.

For evaluating the usefulness of BEYTrans, we collaborated with the translation sub-project of the DEMGOL project \cite{9}. Feedbacks about the utilization of the environment helped us to enhance several components, especially the integrated online editor. In the rest of this paper, we introduce the DEMGOL project and analyze the nature of the documents to be translated. The design and implementation of BEYTrans is then presented in detail, in particular the online translation editor BT-Edit. Finally, we describe an experiment and an evaluation done in a real translation situation, in the framework of the DEMGOL project. Results and discussions are also exposed at the end of the paper for showing the usefulness of our environment.

2. DEMGOL

The research group on Mythography and Myths at the University of Trieste (GR IMM, Department of Sciences of Antiquity “Leonardo Ferrero”) has developed a project for the construction of an Online Etymological Dictionary of Greek Mythology\footnote{Dictionnaire Étymologique de la Mythologie Grecque OnLine.} (DEMGOL) \cite{9}. The translation sub-project aims at translating it from Italian into French, Spanish and English.

Let us first fix our terminology.

- What is called a “document” to be translated in a usual translation project is an “entry”\footnote{“Notice”, or better “entredAv” in French.} in the case of DEMGOL.
- As DEMGOL is itself a dictionary, we will use the term “translation lexicon” to refer to the specialized dictionary supported by BEYTrans (built by the translators, starting from some freely available bilingual terminological list if possible). Units of information are called “entries” in both cases.

2.1 Participants

Thanks to a grant awarded to Ms. Marzari Francesca (translator and specialist in Greek mythography, University of Sienna), as part of an “Emergence” project\footnote{Funded by the Rhône-Alpes region.} obtained at Grenoble by the group of Prof. Létoublon, specialist of ancient Greece, and leader of the “Homerica” project, a collaboration started between the Universities of Trieste (Italy), Sienna (Italy), and Grenoble (France). The two Italian groups coordinate the different contributions, the translation work, and manage the DEMGOL Web server at Trieste\footnote{The technical aspects of the DEMGOL project are managed at Trieste (Italy) by Mr. Giovanni Zorzetti under the direction of Prof. Ezio Pellizer. Access to the web site is free for looking up and doesn’t require any authentication, except for administrators, for which, especially during the translation, authentication is required.}.

The Grenoble group takes care of translating and revising entries from Italian into French.

2.2 Need for Translation Helps

The DEMGOL translation project aims at translating about 1200 entries from Italian into French, Spanish and English. The number of segments in an entry varies between 5 and 20 (Figure 1).

Animale dell'India, feroce, antropofago, di colore fulvo o rossiccio. La grafia marticwvra prevale nelle fonti greche; in latino troviamo per lo più manticora, maschile, che diventerà femminile nelle fonti più tardive e medievali. È descritto dettagliatamente da Ctesia di Cnido (V-IV sec. a.e.v.) negli Indiká (F 45 14-15: riassunto nella Biblioteca di Fozio): vive in India, ha il viso, gli occhi e le orecchie simili all'uomo, le zampe di leone e una coda di scorpione in grado di scagliare come frecce gli aculei che vi crescono. Eliano (Nat. an. 4, 21) paragona curiosamente il suo modo di combattere a quello dei Saci, popolazione degli Sciti, noti come abississimi arciere a cavallo.

...
We will describe the experiment in more detail in section 4 below. In short, we have a BEYTrans instance, BT-DEMGOL, imported all DEMGOL entries into it, including those already manually translated, semi-automatically segmented them and aligned them when a translation was available, and put them in the translation memory (TM), with their translation. We built an initially empty translation lexicon, installed BT-DEMGOL on a server in the second author’s lab, and the experiment could begin.

3. BEYTRANS: TRANSLATION THE WIKI WAY

Before giving the details of the experiment, let us now describe how we designed and developed BEYTrans “the Wiki way”, and were helped by the emerging Wiki technology to produce relatively quickly and reliably an environment that integrates functionalities needed for both volunteer and professional translators communities, and offers the same “benefits” as of almost any good CAT tool currently available [1] [14].

We choose for our implementation the Java-based Wiki “XWiki” [33], after testing and comparing it with several other Wikis. As many other Wikis, XWiki includes communities support and collaboration features. Its historical flow module allows translators working on the same documents and controlling progression simultaneously.

XWiki was essential in developing the following modules: (1) multilingual document importation, (2) multilingual heuristic segmentation, (3) collaborative multilingual dictionaries and translation memories, and (4) in-browser online multilingual editor. Each module includes several functionalities [5] [6]. For example, the online editor includes “proactive” suggestions provided by translation memories using a fuzzy matching method [16] [29], MT (free online machine translation services), and dictionaries.

Using XWiki, we avoided developing the environment from scratch, and we could develop all modules corresponding to needed functionalities as additional layers. These modules interact through the internal API of XWiki (Figure 2).

3.1 Adding a Translation Layer on Wiki

Wiki environments allow users to freely create and edit web page content using any web browser. On one hand, they offer a simple syntax for creating new pages and links between internal pages. On the other hand, they allow contributions to be edited in addition to the content itself. Augar stated (Augar, 2004):

“A Wiki is a freely expandable collection of interlinked web pages, a hypertext system for storing and modifying information—a database, where each page is easily edited by any user with a forms-capable web browser client”.

Browser-based access means that neither special software nor a third-party webmaster is needed to post content. Content is posted immediately, eliminating the need for distribution. Participants can be notified about new content, and they review only new content. Access is flexible. In fact, all that is needed is a computer with a browser and an Internet connection (Schwartz, 2004).

We can think of the XWiki’s modules as a set of layers. The central layer contains the API that offer functions for extending XWiki (access control, addition of new functionalities…), historical flow for checking progress, and documents with their spaces. Users and communities’ access are controlled in the second layer.

As for the translation layer, we developed and integrated dictionaries, translation memories and our online editor BT-editor. All of them communicate with other layers as if they were a part of the original XWiki. Any modification in any linguistic resources is saved for historical flow. The historical flow is done for the three levels following data: documents, dictionaries and translation memories.

One layer includes the most important component, which is the online translation editor BT-editor. The data flow and interaction between linguistic data and BT-editor are now explained.

3.2 Multilingual Online Editor “BT-editor”

BT-editor allows translators enhancing content and disseminating multilingual content. According to its configuration, it can propose various linguistic helps: TM, dictionaries, and MT. All linguistic data are accessed (requested, modified) from this component. It has been developed to minimize the actions of translators. As a consequence, it calls MT servers, dictionary lookup, and TM search in the background, before the results are used, in order to offer suggestions in a “proactive” manner.

The translation is done in an Excel-like interface [11]. Columns sets contain TU of one language and lines contain cells of several languages.

The segmented textual content of a source document (to be translated) is stored in the TMX XML format [18]. This format is generated in three steps. Firstly, the textual content of the original document is extracted. Secondly, Lingpipe is used for generating segments (or TU) that serves for making the TMX documents [17]. For each imported document, the environment creates TMX

---

6 Access to XWiki content can be controlled. Users are identified via their IP addresses, and access can be limited for specific documents and functionalities.
document for supporting extracted segments which we call the **translation companion (TC)** and the original document.

**3.2.1 BT-editor Interface Design**

Switching from the reading mode to the editing mode triggers the creation of a translation session. The TMX TC and the associated linguistic resources are prepared in advance (proactively).

**Figure 3. Tuning panel.**

**Figure 4. Main interface of BT-editor: translation of “MANTICORA” entry.**

After segments have been translated and post-edited, they are gathered in a new TMX TC and sent to the XWiki repository. The new TMX TC is saved as a Wiki document that maintains old versions for historical flow. This is done by the XWiki API. Translators hence can follow translation at both document and segment level.

**3.2.2 Multilingual TU Management**

The interaction process between stored TUs and the editor requires conversions between XML formats. As explained before, the multilingual TUs are saved in specific TMX-based TC format. However, that format is not adequate to display what has to be displayed when translating documents.

One of the reasons is that translators are often interested to display limited number of languages, source and one or two targets, and not all possible target languages. That is why the editor calls a “search” function that makes requests for extracting the TUs from the TMX TC. **Figure 4** shows a screenshot of the editor where only the Italian (source) and French (target) TUs are displayed.

The search function uses a parser that extracts the adequate TUs from the XML TC structure and transforms them to another XML format which is specific to the editor. This feature is shown in **Figure 5** in step 1. **Step 2** illustrates the opposite process, that transforms edited TUs from the editor format into the TC format and sends it to the database, where it is saved again as a Wiki document.

**Figure 5. Conversions between the TC and BT-editor XML formats.**

The TUs which correspond to the same “source segment” are stored between `<tu>` XML elements. In the editor, one line is the image of the content of one `<tu>` element. Each `<tuv>` contains the text of TU which is displayed by the editor.

Doing translation on the basis of segments allows to easily adding a new language without leaving the editor. This is done visually by adding a new column. In the background, BEYTrans creates a new `<tuv>` for each `<tu>` in the active TMX TC document.

---

7 The program is based on the XML DOM API (Document Object Modeling).
4. EXPERIMENTATION

4.1 Adaptation for DEMGOL Project

4.1.1 Data Importation

The importation of the 1200 entries was done from a compiled database dump sent to us from Trieste (Italy) by the administrator of the DEMGOL server. The initial encoding was ISO-5988-1, which necessitates the installation of the Greek font for displaying specific Greek characters in Web navigators. Names in Greek like “ΜΑΝΤΙΚΟΡΑ” must be displayed as “Μαρτιχόρας” (Martichóras). For overcoming this problem, we have converted all entries into UTF-8. That also facilitates operations such as sorting and searching in the core of BEYTrans, because it internally processes all textual data in UTF-8.

The textual contents of entries were then extracted and segmented by Lingpipe [17]. For each entry, a TMX TC8 was created [6].

4.1.2 Creation of the DEMGOL Translation Lexicon

As explained before, we created an initially empty BEYTrans translation dictionary, specialized to terms related to the Greek mythology. To avoid confusion, we call it here the “translation lexicon”. It is used to automatically (proactively) offer lexical suggestions as shown in Figure 7. Simple words like (“o”, “di”) are excluded from the search.

Lexicon entries having a translation are displayed differently from those missing a translation. In Figure 8, for example, lexicon entry “antropofago” misses a French translation. The translator can click on it (it is a Web link) for adding its translation to the lexicon.

Figure 8 also shows the structure of a lexicon entry. In addition to dictionary information (headword, translation, definition, etc.), there are formatting Wiki tags that serve for the presentation of the lexicon.

8 The TC concept was presented in our precedent work for managing TU of each document. It is also used by the online editor for managing segments.

Proactive dictionary suggestions allow to avoid checking the (existing) paper dictionary, and to enrich the online lexicon when encountering a missing source headword or a headword missing its translation (in the current target language, here French).

4.1.3 Creation of the DEMGOL TM

The “TM_DEMGOL” translation memory was also created and left initially empty at the beginning of the experiment, because that is the most common case when one starts using a CAT tool. However, contrary to the lexicon, it could have been initialized with segment pairs produced by the alignment of already translated DEMGOL entries.

TM_DEMGOL is the set of all segments stored in all TCs of the same “space” (associated here to the DEMGOL community). Suggestions are proposed systematically when the translator activates one segment. Figure 9 illustrates an activated segment that has to be post-edited to get a good translation in French.

Suggestions from the MT on this example are shown in Figure 10. The first suggestion found is a complete match (100% match rate). The MT suggestion method proposes matches that depend on how the threshold is tuned (Figure 3). The relevant match is selected and automatically inserted in the correct editing position (cell).

Suggestions from MT servers are also prepared beforehand, by “asynchronous MT calls”. Hence, the translator’s work is not slowed down by waiting for MT calls to produce “pre-translations”.

4.2 Experimentation Protocol

The experimentation uses 2 sets of source Italian entries not yet translated into French. The first set (E1) contains entries with
As explained above, TM_DEMGOL was entry from scratch. The translator has only to post-edit, but not to translate the whole as said above, the translation lexicon suggestions were proposed by fuzzy matching translation (rather, post-edition) in new TUs. During post-edition, initially empty. It was gradually enriched by storing the results of translation was missing, and she did. complete entries whenever BT-editor showed her that a segmentation. 

**MT pre-translation:** all DEMGOL entries of the E2 set have been pre-translated by the online free MT server “Systran Babel Fish”[3]. This pre-translation is produced in systematic way. The translator has only to post-edit, but not to translate the whole entry from scratch.

**Suggestions by TM:** as explained above, TM DEMGOL was initially empty. It was gradually enriched by storing the results of translation (rather, post-edition) in new TUs. During post-edition, suggestions were proposed by fuzzy matching process.

**Dictionary suggestions:** as said above, the translation lexicon was also initially empty. The translator was asked to add or complete entries whenever BT-editor showed her that a translation was missing, and she did.

### 4.3 Results

Saving time when translating is important. In order to evaluate the efficiency of our environment, the main translator implied in the translation of entries was instructed to carefully report the translation times. The duration of the whole translation of entries from the beginning to the end of the experiment was approximately 80 hours (2 weeks if working full time). Translation was actually not performed on a continuous basis, because the translator was not constantly available.

Her skills on the Greek mythology and languages fluency had of course a positive impact on the experiment.

Before starting the experiment, we wrote a user guide and sent it to the translator.

During the experiment, we got from her many feedbacks for enhancing the editor and making it more user-friendly. For example, the first version of the editor did not allow seeing the whole document as an entity while translating “segment by segment”, and she felt it necessary. We hence added an area for displaying the target document generated from the translated segments.

The learning process has an important impact for enhancing the environment, because the translator has a point of view which is totally different from that of a computer scientist and developer. Feedbacks mainly concerned the usability and the simplification of access to functionalities like pre-visualization, suggestion from lexicon entries, automatic insertion of MT and TM at the right position (cell), how to save new translation segments in the TM, etc.

Translation times are presented in the Table 1. As said above, all entries of the E2 set have been translated using the free online MT server “Systran Babel Fish” for Italian-French. Figure 11 shows rough “pre-translation” produced for the entry “MANTICORA”.

The translator has to choose the best suggestion given by TM or MT. In both cases translator has to post-edit the relevant suggestion. In the case of 100% complete match of TM the suggestion has just to be inserted without post-editition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Nb</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without BEYTrans</td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>7,11h Classic method (paper version dictionary and no automatic translation helps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With BEYTrans</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5,13h The duration of translation includes the time of adding new entries in the DEMGOL “translation lexicon” dictionary.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 11. MT rough “pre-translation” of the “MANTICORA” entry.**

As for the evaluation, these results presented in Table 1 don’t reflect the exact performance of the environment because the
translation duration of the E₂ set does not includes only the translation duration of entries, but it also includes the duration of dictionary inputs, which were not reported by the translator because it would have disturbed the rhythm of translation.

For estimating the exact time of dictionary inputs, the following steps have to be considered when adding new entry to the translation lexicon:
- Detection of the missing entry from the suggestion list.
- Click on the right link of the absent word.
- Showing the input window.
- Positioning on the source field.
- Inputting the source headword.
- Inputting the translation.
- Saving the new entry.

At the end of the translation of the E₂ set (letter M), the total number of additions in the translation lexicon was 174 entries. For having more clear idea about the difference in translation duration with and without using BEYTrans the duration is calculated on basis of 30 entries. The lexicon inputs duration have to be deducted from the total translation duration. We propose here an approximation of the time of one lexicon input. This situation is summarized in two cases:

1. **Case 1**: if a dictionary addition lasts “1 minute”, then the total time of the translation, taking into account the 174 entries, is “3.68 h”.
2. **Case 2**: if a dictionary addition lasts “0.5 mn” with the same number of entries added, the total time of the translation is “2.23 h”.

According to constraints of the experiment, we assumed that the average size and complexity of entries are almost the same. The duration of translation of 30 entries without using BEYTrans become “7.11h/2 = 3.5h”. Hence, the difference in translation duration for the case 1 is 1.31h (3.5h – 2.23h; time of entry addition is 1mn). As for case 2, translation duration 0.14h (3.5h – 3.68h; the time of addition is 0.5mn).

Although the experiment started with an empty MT and an empty lexicon, it was ahead of the traditional method. These results, though modest, leave us optimistic, because the collaborative translation in the Wiki will most probably further reduce the translation time. If the total translation duration of 1200 entries (all document of DEMGOL) using BEYTrans by one translator were “89.2h” (case 1), that duration might be divided by 10 if 10 translators were involved in the translation.

**Figure 12** shows the time of translation of E₁. The translator had consulted her paper dictionary and online useful information on Greek historical figures.

**Figure 13** shows the time of the post-editing of E₂ entries using BEYTrans. The translator added a new translation entry in the dictionary whenever a term translation was missing and at the same time she checked whether or not MT fuzzy matching suggestion was the best for current segment.

Regarding the TM, more than 500 TU (translation units) were added systematically after finishing the translation (post-edit) of entries. Some of them were actually used during the translation of new DEMGOL entries. We believe that, as in the case of Wiktioniary and Wikipedia, the MT could enormously grow if the number of volunteer translators increases.

In summary, this first experiment on BEYTrans was done specifically for testing the usefulness of the translation-specific functionalities and get feedback from the translator. These goals were achieved: we demonstrated a measurable reduction of translation time, even with initially empty lexicon and TM, and the feedback led to significant enhancements of all BEYTrans components, especially BT-editor. We have recently reinstalled BT-DEMGOl on a server accessible from anywhere (http://javalig3.imag.fr/beytrans/), so that it will remain open for other contributions on the Italian-English translation of new DEMGOL entries.

**5. CONCLUSION**

For increasing and facilitating the dissemination of free multilingual content on the Web, we developed the BEYTrans Wiki, using XWiki. It is dedicated to volunteer translators who translate various documents in different fields. For overcoming their needs, in particular, the lack of usable computer-assisted translation (CAT) tools, we developed several translation functionalities inspired by those available in CAT tools usable until now only by professional translators.

Our collaboration with the DEMGOL project was led to significant progress in the design and implementation of BEYTrans, and allowed us to make a first, positive evaluation of it in a real setting. The entries selected from DEMGOL allowed
evaluating BEYTrans by comparing the traditional and the new method. The result showed that our method (using BEYTrans) is ahead of the traditional method. However, only one translator participated, and we are looking forward to find a situation in which many volunteer translators would be involved, to get more significant results, and also to evaluate the speedup when the Wiki collaboration feature (support to a translators’ community) is well exploited.

Our future work will be focused on 2 things: gathering more volunteers, and extending BEYTrans to support the localization of free software.
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